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Egyptian Museum of Turin

Personalized itinerary through the millennia of Egyptian culture and art, along the
most important museum of Egyptian antiquities in the world after Cairo.The tomb of
Kha and Merit, the most important intact find after that of Tutankhamun.Entire rock
tomb from EgyptCollection of papyrus and ...

Price: 128,21 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101430P1

Turin City Tour 

Luisa, born and always lived in Turin, will lead you to visit with completely new eyes
and experience the beauties and savor the sweetnesses of the city. Licensed
Professional Tour Guide, graduated with insights in History and Archaeology, History
of Art, Degree in Restoration and Conservation of ...

Price: 61,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101430P2

Langhe Roero UNESCO HERITAGE Vineyard Landscape

Luisa, born and always lived in Turin, will lead you to visit with completely new eyes
and experience the beauties and savor the sweetnesses of the landscape. Licensed
Professional Tour Guide, graduated with insights in History and Archaeology, History
of Art, Degree in Restoration and Conservation ...

Price: 61,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101430P3
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Egyptian Museum of Turin for individuals

Time to first millennia of the Muslims Era (632 AD)You will see the complete tomb of
Kha and Merit, inviolate tombs, never found before, like Tuthankhamon in
Cairo.Three floors of wonderful finds, unveiled by a passionate authorized Tour
Guide.Time to first millennia of the Muslims Era (632 AD)You ...

Price: 37,18 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101430P4

Turin Step by step

Turin has a world-famous charm: every monument hides magic and mystery.A
2-hour walking tour of the city to get to know in a short time every curious, important
and hidden corner. The most important and mysterious monuments, the history of
the city, the most visited streets, the antique shops and ...

Price: 15,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101430P5

Royal Palace of Turin, Armory and Shroud Chapel with local Guide

Born in Turin and always lived in Turin, he knows all the most characteristic points of
the Palace, the most important objects but also the most particular. A view of the
Cathedral of Turin from the top of the chapel designed by Guarino Guarini, burned in
1997 and restored in 2018, with a ...

Price: 15,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101430P8

Turin Highlights Walking Guided Tour including La Consolata & Piazza San Carlo

if you have just arrived in town and would like to understand how to orient yourself
and have a smattering of what the city has to offer, this  small group tour is an
excellent opportunity to have a first approach to the city! Following the lead of a local
guide in groups, no larger than 15 people, ...

Price: 17,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101940P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Chocolate Experience: Turin sightseeing tour with Gianduiotto & Bicerin tastings

Turin is considered Italy?s capital of chocolate, where you can taste world famous
chocolate truffles and learn about their manufacture. Turin?s chocolate shops and
patisseries date back to the 18th century and are precious establishments to the
locals. You will get to visit these establishments ...

Price: 42,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101940P10

Private Day Trip and Wine Tasting to Langhe with Guide & Driver from Turin 

Take a day to pamper yourself having a relaxing experience to explore the Langhe,
land of wines and truffles. Your driver and guide will pick you up at hotel and you will
take the journey to the Langhe, where you will see the Belvedere of La Morra, a
small hill town with the best viewpoint to see ...

Price: 439,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101940P12

Turin Tasty Street Food Tour at Farmers Market & City Center with a Local Guide

Discover Turin and its delights, wandering the most beautiful streets of the city and
tasting many local products!Let?s start the tour walking in front of the magnificent
Porta Palatina and, then, arrive in Porta Palazzo where is located the biggest market
of Italy. After having visited the outdoor ...

Price: 39,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101940P13

Turin Food Tour with City Guided Sightseeing Wine Tasting & Farmers Market Visit

The food tour of Turin, is made for all the gourmand visitors! In groups of at least 12
people, you will spend 4 hours making several stops, to taste local delicacies. The
city has much to offer, in terms of wines, chocolate and pasta!Starting from Porta
Palatina, you will reach the largest open ...

Price: 79,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101940P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin by Night Sightseeing Guided Walking Tour & Vermouth Tasting in Vanchiglia

There is a certain charm to visit Turin in the evening, under the moonlight while the
tourist attractions are closed, but illuminated and clear of the tourist crowds. With this
2 hours tour, local guide will make you love and appreciate even more the history
and monuments of this beautiful ...

Price: 24,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101940P3

Turin Egyptian Museum Tour with Skip-the-line Fast Access and Expert Guide

If you are in Turin, you shouldn't miss a visit at the Egyptian Museum!  One of the
flagships of the city and entire Italy, the Museo Egizio is the richest  in artifacts
dedicated to Egyptian age in the World, after the Cairo's Museum. The 60,000
square meters and 4 floors of exposure, with over ...

Price: 59,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101940P4

Best of Turin Full Day Guided Tour with Royal Palace, Duomo & Mole Antonelliana

Spend 6 hours with an expert local guide to discover all the wonders Turin has to
offer! Starting from Palazzo Madama, you will first Visit the Royal Palace, the
Reinassance building, home of the first king of Italy. Walk through the royal
apartments, the Armory and the royal library!  Next to the ...

Price: 229,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101940P5

Skip the line Turin Royal Palace Tour with Holy Shroud Chapel, Armoury & Gardens

The Royal Palace of Turin deserves a visit, if only to find yourself in the same place
where the fate of Italy was decided! In the home of Savoy, first kings of Italy, you will
be led by a knowledgeable and passionate guide through the Royal apartments,
finely decorated and furnished. Admire the ...

Price: 55,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101940P6
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin Royal Palace Private Tour with Armory Shroud Chapel & Skip-the-line Ticket

Join your guide for a tour of the beautifully decorated and furnished apartments of
the first kings of Italy, the Savoy.  In the Galleria Beaumont, with echoes of the Hall
of Mirrors in Versailles, you will see the Royal Armoury with its collection of ancient
armour.  There is the impressive Royal ...

Price: 99,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101940P7

Egyptian Museum of Turin Private Tour with Expert Guide & Skip-the-line Tickets

The Museo Egizio in Turin has one of the largest collections of Egyptian artefacts in
the world, after the Cairo Museum. This museum is certainly somewhere you must
visit if you are in Turin and indeed is one of the ?must see? museums in the whole of
Italy.  With an expert guide you will appreciate ...

Price: 129,68 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101940P8

Turin Private City Tour, Bicerin or Gelato & Fast Access to Mole Panoramic Lift

This is the best way to visit Turin if you want to walk around and learn about its
history.The tour involves a private walking in the city center, starting from Piazza
Castello, fulcrum from which the four most important streets of the city branch off
home. Heart of the city in the past as in the ...

Price: 119,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=101940P9

Private Airport Transfer: Turin Airport (TRN) to Turin

Book here your safe and reliable Private Airport Transfer from Turin Airport (TRN) to
your hotel or destination within the Turin city area.Our service operates across 150+
countries and 1500+ airports with an excellent customer satisfaction rating of 9/10
based on 35k+ reviews.- Fixed price with no ...

Price: 34,91 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=106364P878
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Private Airport Transfer: from Turin to Turin Airport (TRN)

Book here your safe and reliable Private Airport Transfer from your hotel or location
within the Turin city area to Turin Airport (TRN).Our service operates across 150+
countries and 1500+ airports with an excellent customer satisfaction rating of 9/10
based on 35k+ reviews.- Fixed price with no ...

Price: 34,91 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=106364P879

Breakfast in Turin Tour with Visit to Porta Palazzo Food Market & Gourmet Guide

Start exploring Turin at beakfast time with a local guide! The tour begins in one of the
most beautiful and fascinating places of the city, Piazza San Carlo, a beautiful
seventeenth-century square which has been given the name of  "Turin's salon". Have
breakfast in the most important café of this ...

Price: 49,04 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=107284P1

Skip the line: Turin Royal Palace, Armoury and Shroud Chapel Small Group Tour

In the heart of Turin, in Piazza Castello, stands the Royal Palace of the city. Take the
opportunity, skipping the line, to visit the first and most important residence of the
Savoy royal family. It is a perfect ensemble of different styles and remains, as it was
built at the time, the same ...

Price: 54,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=107284P14

Egyptian Museum: Skip the Line Small Group Guided Tour

The Egyptian Museum of Turin is the oldest in the world in its category and second in
importance only to that of Cairo. In this museum, dedicated exclusively to the art and
culture of ancient Egypt, you will discover magnificent collections of unique finds.
You will explore the museum without ...

Price: 59,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=107284P18
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin Farmers Market & Local Taverns Food Tour with Guided Sightseeing & Bicerin

This culinary tour of Turin is perfect for the gourmand! In groups of at least twelve
people, you will, over the course of four hours, have the chance to sample a variety
of local delicacies in several locations. Your experienced guide will meet you at the
Porta Palatina, before leading you to the ...

Price: 107,89 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=107284P2

Turin by Night Food Tour with Eating Drinking Sightseeing and Vermouth Tasting

There is a unique character to Turin in the evening; free from the crowds and
illuminated by the moon. This four hour tour with a local guide will give you an even
greater appreciation for the history, monuments of this incredible city and food of the
tradition of Turin. Your guide will meet you in ...

Price: 107,89 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=107284P3

Turin Chocolate Capital Tour: Experience Gianduia & Other Cacao Specialties

Turin is the Italian capital of chocolate and if you are a lover of the so-called "black
gold", you cannot let this chance slip! Turin?s love affair with chocolate begins in the
16th Century, when ?the food of gods? was first imported to Italy by Charles V. It
immediately became popular amongst the ...

Price: 49,04 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=107284P4

Street Food Tour of Turin with Tasty Local Food and Top Guide

To get to know the wonders of a city, there is nothing better than going through it and
tasting its typical foods! With a help of a local guide you can see the beauty and the
charm of the main places of the city, as Porta Palatine, Galleria Umberto I and
Piazza Carignano, and above all you explore ...

Price: 39,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=107284P5
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Baroque Turin: Explore Piazza Castello on an audio walking tour

This self-guided audio tour lets you discover the beautiful Baroque palaces and
churches on Turin?s Piazza Castello at your own pace using the VoiceMap mobile
app. Turin is full of extraordinary stories and larger-than-life characters, but you have
to know where to find them. I?m a local and a tour ...

Price: 5,16 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=110804P239

Turin private guided tour, the royal Castle, the Mole tower, the City of Magic 

Turin was founded by the Romans: it is one of the most important and beautiful cities
in northern Italy, probably the most elegant city in Italy: Turin was Savoia's royal
dynasty capital city where all kings of Italy were born, here in Turin you can really
feel the taste of the most aristocratic ...

Price: 190,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=115714P10

2-hour Turin guided walking tour

There are many places in Turin, symbols of history, ready to be discovered. Walk
around Turin for 2-hour walking experience and find out not only the most important
places but also unknown spots full of intrigues and secrets.There are many places in
Turin, symbols of history, ready to be ...

Price: 44,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=116773P61

Turin by night walking experience

Don?t miss the chance to enjoy a walking tour through the historical centre of Turin
during the night. Admire the main monuments and masterpieces located in the heart
of the city, but also find out unknown spots. Furthermore, hear stories of anecdotes
anDon?t miss the chance to enjoy a walking tour ...

Price: 44,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=116773P62
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin: Egyptian Museum guided experience

Enjoy this 2-hour guided experience of the Egyptian Museum and find out not only
the most important historyes but also unknown intrigues and secrets of Egyptian
culture.Enjoy this 2-hour guided experience of the Egyptian Museum and find out not
only the most important historyes but also unknown ...

Price: 55,90 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=116773P64

The market in the heart of TURIN: history and gastronomy

To understand Turin 100%, it is inevitable to plan a visit to one of the largest markets
in Europe: PORTA PALAZZOTo understand Turin 100%, it is inevitable to plan a visit
to one of the largest markets in Europe: PORTA PALAZZOTo understand Turin
100%, it is inevitable to plan a visit to one of the ...

Price: 31,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=117980P10

Wonders of the Turin hill

A whole day dedicated to the discovery of the wonders hidden in the first Turin hill.
From Villa della Regina to Monte dei Cappuccini.It begins with one of the royal
residences that make up the Savoy "crown of delights": Villa della Regina. Recently
restored, it is striking for its beauty, its ...

Price: 118,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=117980P12

Discovering Contemporary Turin

Those who expect a gray city, still tied to its industrial past, will be amazed to see
how Turin has been able to renew itself thanks to the refunctionalization of old
factories, transformed into cultural centers or multifunctional centers, and the
construction of new futuristic buildings, designed ...

Price: 56,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=117980P13
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

TURIN IN THE HEART TOUR

An itinerary on foot in the Turin capital of the Savoy with a delicious final stop!An
itinerary on foot in the Turin capital of the Savoy with a delicious final stop!An
itinerary on foot in the Turin capital of the Savoy with a delicious final
stop!ItineraryThis is a typical itinerary for this ...

Price: 46,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=117980P9

Barolo & Barbaresco Wine Tour with a Sommelier

We will start our day in the historical center of Neive, a small medieval hilltop town.
One of the towns of the Barbaresco wine area and one of Italy?s top 5 most beautiful
hilltop villages. We will sit down in a caffè with a warm beverage of your choice and
will go over the area with the local ...

Price: 242,20 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=119254P1

Unusual tour of hidden Turin for curious people

The Unusual tour is the most complete and informative walking tour (4 hours)
through the touristic and non-touristic spots of Turin: historical cafes, noble buildings,
authentic places with traditions and intriguing stories, hidden gems, private
residential courtyards, "unexpected" churches with ...

Price: 67,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=119782P1

Turin Art Nouveau buildings tour

This tour is an extensive visit to more than 50 buildings (externally since they are
private houses) in the two richest Art Nouveau districts, not far from the city
center.The tour is designed for those who love Art Nouveau architecture, since Turin
is called the Italian capital of Art Nouveau, in ...

Price: 36,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=119782P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin STREET ART tour (open-air museum)

This tour is a visit to more than 50 buildings (in 1:45/2 hours) in a pictoresque district
with cobbled streets not far from the city center. It is designed for those who want to
see a different and not-turisty side of Turin's architecture, concentrated in one
compact district with painted facades ...

Price: 26,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=119782P3

Two-hour tour (evening or noon) of Turin past and present

This tour is focused on the past and present beauty of Turin in terms of architecture
and lifestyle for those who want to understand the charme of this (still) underrated
city in only 2 hours, under the magic of the evening lights or in the lively lunch hour.
The tour and its schedule are ...

Price: 36,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=119782P4

Turin baroque villa off the beaten track

This is a short tour to a charming baroque residence and its little park out the city
center, a non-touristy hidden gem from 1713 which is worth the short trip by metro.
We will understand in detail the frescoes and the structure of the villa, we will walk
through the small park and have a look to ...

Price: 16,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=119782P5

Improve your ITALIAN + private tour of Turin with a teacher

In this tour we'll practice your Italian while walking in the city center and mainly
focusing on conversation. I recommend this PRIVATE tour for those want to practice
their Italian with a very experienced tutor and want to visit Turin too. It will be also
possible to do some exercises together and ...

Price: 30,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=119782P6
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Feline cuddles at my Turin old town flat

I recommend this experience for those who miss their pet (or don't have one) while
traveling and want to see how a Turin building from 1888 looks like. I live in a tiny flat
in a historic building right in the city center, in a pictoresque medieval little square
and you are invited to enjoy my home ...

Price: 9,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=119782P7

Turin: The wonders of the Old Town in eBike

The historical center of Turin told in the form of a cycle excursion to make you live a
unique and sustainable eco-experience. The path is suitable for everyone, even for
families with children, does not present particular technical difficulties and is
recommended to all those who want to see Turin ...

Price: 87,18 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=124617P1

Crepuscular AperEbike in Turin center - eBike tour + aperitif

A unique experience for a special evening!The historic center of Turin, told in the
form of a crepuscular eBike excursion, to give you a unique and eco-sustainable
experience, combined with a rich aperitif on the Lungo Po Armando Diaz.The trail
pass through the Valentino park and the historic ...

Price: 76,29 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=124617P4

AperEbike crÃ©pusculaire en Turin centre - balade en vÃ©lo Ã©lectrique + apÃ©ritif

A unique experience for a special evening!The historic center of Turin, told in the
form of a crepuscular eBike excursion, to give you a unique and eco-sustainable
experience, combined with a rich aperitif on the Lungo Po Armando Diaz.The trail
pass through the Valentino park and the historic ...

Price: 76,29 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=124617P7
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

E-bike rental

Collect your E-bike directly in the dealership on Sunday, you can choose routes gps
and paper with different levels of difficulty, to discover the beautiful mountains of Val
Chisone, with points of refreshment and battery recharge.Those who wish can book
an expert guide to be accompanied on ...

Price: 50,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=126028P1

Between vineyards and hazelnuts

A path within the Unesco core areas The Barbaresco hills, among vineyards, hazel
groves and truffle grounds.Medium difficulty route, with off-road sections that require
a fair mastery of the bicycle, and short uphill stretches to be tackled with ebikes or by
trained people.During the excursion we ...

Price: 54,28 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=126343P7

Turin - Genoa Airport (GOA) / Private Departure Car Transfer

Book your Private Departure Transfer from Turin to Genoa Airport (GOA). Your driver
will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...

Price: 220,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=128285P1072

Turin - Genoa Airport (GOA) / Private Departure Van Transfer

Book your Private Departure Transfer from Turin to Genoa Airport (GOA).Your driver
will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...

Price: 133,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=128285P1073
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin â€“ Genoa / Private Car Transfer

Book your private transfer from Turin to Genoa. Your driver will be waiting for you at
a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a
Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges?
Clean cars & Professional driversBook your private ...

Price: 220,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=128285P1076

Turin â€“ Genoa / Private Van Transfer

Book your private transfer from Turin to Genoa. Your driver will be waiting for you at
a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a
Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges?
Clean cars & Professional driversBook your private ...

Price: 133,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=128285P1077

Say Trip from Turin to Geneva

Geneva?s modern, polished facade belies a history stretching back to the ancient
Gauls. Situated on the shores of Europe?s largest alpine lake, the symbol of the city
it the ?Jet d?eau? ? a fountain shooting a jet of water 140-meters into the air, within
view of many of the most upscale hotels and ...

Price: 1.179,49 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=131155P75

Day Trip from Turin to Genoa

Genova?s old city is made up of a variety of small streets and alleys known as
?Caruggi?. Hidden inside lies seaside villas, boutiques, and a variety of modern,
Renaissance, and Baroque architecture. Genova also has a marina and several
seaside bars and shops. Via Garibaldi is perhaps the city?s ...

Price: 687,18 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=131155P76
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Day Trip from Turin to Nice

Surprises are in store for everyone throughout the city of Nice. The stunning seaside
city has a dazzling old town, plenty of markets and shops, and convenient
connections to neighboring Monaco. For art lovers, a trek to the Museum of Modern
and Contemporary Art is definitely on the list for the ...

Price: 740,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=131155P82

Day Trip from Turin to Bergamo

Bergamo's Venetian walls are both classic and opulent, with the power to captivate
the sternest of men. The wall has two armories, two platforms, 14 bastions, and the
chance to walk inside the walls to visit the vaulted chambers of San Michele and San
Giovanni. The wall also divides the city into ...

Price: 687,18 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=131155P83

2 Hour-and-a Half Turin's classic Segway tour

See Turin's most famous sights by Segway. Discover the magnificent royal squares.
Learn historical facts about the city from a local tour guide.See Turin's most famous
sights by Segway. Discover the magnificent royal squares. Learn historical facts
about the city from a local tour guide.See Turin's ...

Price: 60,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=13663P24

Egyptian Museum Semi Private Guided Tour with Skip the Line Tickets Included

The Egyptian Museum of Turin is considered the second most important collection of
Egyptian artefacts, after the museum of Cairo, Egypt. Here you can find some of the
rarest artefacts of Egyptian era, that you would find only in Egypt. So if you are
visiting Turin do not miss this tour with an ...

Price: 60,52 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=137135P24
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Torino Quick Overview: City Center Walking Tour with Local Guide

If you would like a quick overview of the city of Turin, this tour is perfect for you. With
a local guide you will get to see the main landmarks of the city and listen to the
stories that your guide will tell you of the culture and traditions of Turin. In just two
hours you will get to see the main ...

Price: 19,49 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=137135P25

Turin City of Chocolate: Walking Tour with Delicious Tastings of Local Goodies

Turin is famous all around the world as the capital of chocolate. Thanks to our tour
you will have the chance to taste the different types of chocolates produced in Turin
and marvel at its main highlights. You will get to learn all about the manufacture of
chocolate by local maitre chocolatier in ...

Price: 40,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=137135P27

Turin Local Street Food Tour with Tasting at Farmers Market & Historic Shops

Take the chance to visit Turin with its beautiful places, accompanied by delicious
tastings!In the company of a guide, you explore the city and its big market which
where many stands and typical products at km 0. In this market you will taste a
typical cheese of the place the Barolo Caciotta, a ...

Price: 40,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=137135P35

Skip the Line: Turin Royal Palace Small Group Tour with Local Top-Rated Guide

In the 17th century the Royal Palace of Turin was built as the residence of the royal
family, the Savoy. It is a perfect ensemble of different styles and remains as it was
built at the time, the same decorations, furniture and architecture. Thanks to this tour
you will learn all about it, thanks to ...

Price: 54,90 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=137135P38
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin's historical doorways, shops and the Jewish ghetto

An itinerary that winds through the heart of the historic city centre of Turin, alternating
secondary alleys with some of the most famous squares, proceeding towards the
area of the Jewish ghetto: along the way, our guide will let you discover an
interesting collection of historical workshops and ...

Price: 165,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=14121P18

Truffle tour from Turin

Hassle-free tour with driver and private van, up to 7 people only!Depart from central
Turin and drive to the countryside of Piedmont, on the hills around the town of Alba
where the precious truffles grow.After a 40-45 minutes drive, meet the truffle hunter
and the dog and follow them in a walk in ...

Price: 125,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=14121P20

Hot Air Balloon Flight to Barolo, Brunch in Winery, Transfer from Turin Private Van

In Flight over the Langhe.The experience begins with your pick-up at the hotel with a
private van to take you to Barolo from where we will take off immersed in the
suggestive setting of the Langhe, today a UNESCO World Heritage Site. A
marvelous and impervious territory to visit by land that only ...

Price: 430,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=144662P2

Turin Egyptian Museum Entry Ticket Including Special Exhibits

Discover the Turin Egyptian Museum, specializing in Egyptian archaeology and
anthropology. Dedicated exclusively to the art and culture of ancient Egypt. The
Egyptian Museum in Turin offers visitors one of the world?s largest collections of
Egyptian antiquities with over 30,000 artifacts, ...

Price: 12,06 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=14982P41
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Piedmont Wine Tasting Tours Experience, Italy

Experience the wonders of Piedmont in one memorable wine day tour. Your 7 hours
excursion begins visiting Barbaresco and his famous Tower.Afterwards you will
discover Piedmont countryside. After lunch, the tour continues with a visit to Barolo,
the medieval town that was declared a UNESCO World ...

Price: 360,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=150511P6

SnowTransfer Transfer from Turin to Cervinia, Aosta, Ski Resorts

Turin transfer to ski resorts Cervinia, Aosta.Snow Transfer is a rental company with
professional drivers.Our drivers are specialized in transfers from Turin to all the ski
resorts and hotels of Piedmont, Lombardy, Valle d?Aosta, France and
Switzerland.Our company offer low cost airport/ski ...

Price: 162,61 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=153207P1

Barolo and Langhe Wine Tours

We takes care of organizing tours in the lands of Langhe, hikes through the
vineyards and tastings of the best Italian wines to present the products of Piedmont
and enhance Barolo and the lands that surround it. Our knowledge of Barolo area,
allow us to organize wine tours in private wineries and ...

Price: 108,41 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=154643P1

Barbaresco Experience

Thanks to our knowledge of the area, we have selected the best wineries and the
best wines to guarantee authentic experiences in unique territories.Thanks to our
knowledge of the area, we have selected the best wineries and the best wines to
guarantee authentic experiences in unique ...

Price: 25,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=156927P5
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Historic Cafes of Turin: Private Walking Tour with an Expert Guide

Turin is famous for its perfectly preserved cafes, where history, art, poetry and
caffeine collide. And it?s not a case of ?once you?ve seen one...? - each cafe has a
surprising story to tell, from claims of sandwich inventions to the unification of the
country itself. On this private two-hour tour ...

Price: 249,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=15693P179

A Film Lovers Guide to Turin (Torino): Private Walking Tour

One of the most impressive cities to be set to film, Turin is highly regarded among
cinematographers for its broad streets, shady archways, charming cafes and magical
ambiance. Delve into film history and Turin?s vibrant cinema culture with your expert
guide on this private three-hour tour, taking ...

Price: 150,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=15693P180

Turin - Italyâ€™s First Capital: Private Walking Tour with an Expert Guide

Once the presiding capital of Italy, Turin?s historical significance as a seat of power
is evident around every corner. From its regal palaces to its impressive monuments
and enormous, intricately appointed places of worship, the city retains much of its
prestigious architecture and refined ...

Price: 249,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=15693P181

Turin: In the Shadow of Rome Private Walking Tour

Walk in the footsteps of the Romans in Turin - whose roots stem back to 20 BC - as
you traverse the ancient side of the once capital city. Turin is sprinkled with a myriad
fascinating sites - the most impressive of which can only be appreciated once you?re
familiar with their context. On this ...

Price: 125,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=15693P182
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin in Liberty Style: Private Walking Tour with a Local Guide

One of the most alternative - and rewarding - ways to explore Turin is by tracing the
characteristic ?Liberty style? that peppers some of the city?s most beloved buildings
and streets. On this private two-hour tour, join your expert guide in seeking out the
most beautiful examples of Art Nouveau in ...

Price: 249,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=15693P183

Turin in Baroque: Private Walking Tour with a Local Guide

Discover Turin through the eyes of an architect by exploring some of its finest
examples of the Baroque style. This private two-hour tour takes in the city?s most
impressive Baroque buildings including the Palazzo Carignano, Palazzo Madama,
Collegio dei Nobili and the stunning San Lorenzo, as your ...

Price: 249,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=15693P184

Turin in Two Hours: Private Walking Tour with a Local Guide

Turin is an elegant city drenched in history, style and sophistication. The original
capital of the Kingdom of Italy - and now commonly regarded as the Italian Capital of
Baroque and Liberty - there?s so much to take in, it can at times feel overwhelming.
With a guide to navigate you through ...

Price: 240,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=15693P185

3-hour Turin Chocolate Tasting Walking Tour

Taste delicious chocolate in a Turin historic shop selling specialties and enjoy an
atmosphere of times gone by. Learn about how the sweet tradition of chocolate
originated in Turin with your passionate and expert guide. Taste delicious chocolate
in a Turin historic shop selling specialties and ...

Price: 49,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=17024P205
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Barolo Wine and Food Tasting at Piedmont Region Winery

Visit a famous family-run winery in Langhe, Piedmont wine Region. Meet the
winemakers, learn about wine production before enjoying toasting with local wines,
paired with local delicacies.Visit the Piedmont wine region, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. Visit a famous winery and taste local wines, such ...

Price: 40,07 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=17024P632

Turin Traditional Chocolate-Based Home Cooking Class and lunch

Live an authentic culinary experience in Turin. Learn to cook traditional homemade
pasta with cocoa. Learn about authentic Piedmont cuisine as you prepare your own
lunch or dinner. Cook a refined menu of Italian specialties focused on chocolate.Live
an authentic culinary experience in Turin. Learn ...

Price: 79,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=17024P633

Piedmont Intro

In the heart of the Barolo production area, in a beautiful panoramic position, you will
find the Municipal Cellar of Castiglione Falletto which houses all the producers of the
precious Castiglione Falletto wines.The diversity of winemaking among the various
producers further accentuates the ...

Price: 17,24 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=175421P1

Langhe Experience

In the heart of the Barolo production area, in a beautiful panoramic position, you will
find the Municipal Cellar of Castiglione Falletto which houses all the producers of the
precious Castiglione Falletto wines. The diversity of winemaking among the various
producers further accentuates the ...

Price: 33,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=175421P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Hills Stopover

In the heart of the Barolo production area, in a beautiful panoramic position, you will
find the Municipal Cellar of Castiglione Falletto which houses all the producers of the
precious Castiglione Falletto wines. The diversity of winemaking among the various
producers further accentuates the ...

Price: 38,47 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=175421P3

Private Arrival Transfer from Turin Airport to Turin City

Don't go through all the hassle of waiting in a long taxi or shuttles queues and use
our private, door to door airport transfer from Turin Airport. A professional driver will
meet you in the arrivals hall holding a plate with your name and take you directly to a
designated place in Turin.Don't go ...

Price: 42,05 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=17972P792

Private Departure Transfer from Turin City to Turin Airport

Don't go through all the hassle of waiting in a long taxi or shuttles queues and use
our private, door to door airport transfer to Turin International Airport. A professional
driver will meet you in the hotel lobby and take you directly to the terminal you
departing from.Don't go through all the ...

Price: 42,05 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=17972P793

Private Turin Airport Round-Trip Transfer

Don't go through all the hassle of waiting in a long taxi or shuttles queues and use
our private, door to door airport transfer to Turin Airport. A professional driver will
meet you in the arrivals hall (arrival transfer) or in the hotel lobby (departure transfer)
and take you directly to the ...

Price: 76,80 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=17972P794
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Airport Transfer! Torino Airport (TRN) to Center of Turin

?You will receive a confirmation email when booking?Child seats are available on
request. Please inform us at the time of booking.?24-hour emergency
response?English?Japanese?Chinese?WhatsApp, LINE, WeChat, Kakao Talk, Zalo,
ViberSEDAN?3pax 2luggageVAN?6pax 6luggage?You will receive a confirmation ...

Price: 64,29 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=182077P275

Airport Transfer! Hotel in center of Turin to Torino Airport (TRN)

?You will receive a confirmation email when booking?Child seats are available on
request. Please inform us at the time of booking.?24-hour emergency
response?English?Japanese?Chinese?WhatsApp, LINE, WeChat, Kakao Talk, Zalo,
ViberSEDAN?3pax 2luggageVAN?6pax 6luggage?You will receive a confirmation ...

Price: 64,29 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=182077P276

Custom Guided Tours

EVERY TOUR IS CUSTOMIZED, ACCORDING TO REQUESTS AND CUSTOMER
NEEDS. NOTHING IS STANDARDIZEDEVERY TOUR IS CUSTOMIZED,
ACCORDING TO REQUESTS AND CUSTOMER NEEDS. NOTHING IS
STANDARDIZEDEVERY TOUR IS CUSTOMIZED, ACCORDING TO REQUESTS
AND CUSTOMER NEEDS. NOTHING IS STANDARDIZEDItineraryThis is a typical
...

Price: 184,62 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=193986P1

your customized visit

An industrial experience told with a human eye. It will be possible to discover the
neighborhood where the story of Olivetti beganAn industrial experience told with a
human eye. It will be possible to discover the neighborhood where the story of
Olivetti beganAn industrial experience told with a ...

Price: 184,62 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=193986P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Historical Turin Tour and Historical Locations

The tour is divided into two parts; the first concerns the historical beauty of the city,
the most beautiful squares, churches, palaces and royal residences, panoramas,
parks, this agreed with you first because it depends on your time and desire to walk;
The second part (integrated in the first) ...

Price: 20,52 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=194297P1

Guided tour of the Egyptian Museum of Turin

We will visit the collection of the Egyptian Museum of Turin, the second most
important collection of ancient Egypt in the world.We will visit the collection of the
Egyptian Museum of Turin, the second most important collection of ancient Egypt in
the world.We will visit the collection of the ...

Price: 59,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=194966P1

WELCOME TO TURIN - guided walking tour

Discover Turin with WE LOVE TORINO ?We are ready to welcome you and guide
you to discover our wonderful city. Together we will visit the most characteristic
neighborhoods and talk about the most interesting tourist and cultural attractions.
The tour lasts about two and a half hours and will provide ...

Price: 8,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=196633P1

personal shopper

guides in foreign and Italian languages4 hours of fun in the city center visiting the
most characteristic places in Turinguides in foreign and Italian languages4 hours of
fun in the city center visiting the most characteristic places in Turinguides in foreign
and Italian languages4 hours of fun in ...

Price: 77,93 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=198261P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Highlights of Turin Small-Group Walking Tour

Explore Turin's city center with a local guide on this 2-hour tour. With a small group
of no more than 15 travelers, visit the city's highlights as you hear stories about each
monument's history. Walk through the main streets and discover the beautiful Piazza
San Carlo, the Porta Palazzo food ...

Price: 19,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=20455P109

Turin Food and Wine Tour including the Farmers Market

Led by a local expert guide speaking excellent English, eat, drink and sight-see the
best of Turin, one of the most charming, interesting and tasty cities in Italy. Visit the
largest food market in Europe and speak directly with the farmers. High-quality local
products will be served to explore the ...

Price: 99,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=20455P13

Turin Chocolate Tour including Bicerin

Turin has a long love story with chocolate. Since the 16th century, when the Savoy
took the hot chocolate in the royal living rooms, to the present day with the most
famous cream spread of hazelnuts in the world!Explore one of Europe's great
chocolate-making cities in a tailor-made tour for ...

Price: 45,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=20455P203

Turin Royal Palace Semi-Private Tour with Expert Guide including Shroud Chapel

A true place you cannot miss in Turin is the Royal Palace. Here is where a lot of
Italy?s history happened, such as the unification of Italy. With an expert local guide
you will spend two hours walking the same steps as kings in the past. Walk along the
corridors of the Royal apartments, elegantly ...

Price: 55,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=20455P252
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Egyptian Museum of Turin Semi-Private Tour with Expert Guide

You may be thinking why you should go to an Egyptian Museum while you?re in
Italy. The answer is simple: Turin?s Egyptian Museum is the the second richest
collection of Egyptian artefacts in the World, after Cairo?s Museum. The museum is
displayed in a 4 floor exposure, so the perfect way to ...

Price: 59,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=20455P253

Private and Shared Minibus Transfers

Private and shared transfers come with an efficient door to door service.Stress free -
Transferring people in the alps since 2006, we know what we?re doingFriendly
service - Lovely booking and driving staff, professionals with extensive local
knowledgePrivate and shared transfers come with an ...

Price: 271,01 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=206936P1

Turin,Guided Walking tour & National Cinema museum and Mole

Be amazed by the National Cinema Museum, located in the beautiful Mole
Antonelliana, where you can climb to admire Turin from above and its magical
Alps.Once the guided tour of the museum is over, you will have the opportunity to
visit Turin with the same guide, which will take you to discover the ...

Price: 91,29 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=207683P1

Turin: Egyptian Museum Skip-the-Line Guided Mystery Tour

Meet the guide in Piazza Carignano and enter the beautiful building with a
skip-the-line ticket. Explore the exhibitions dedicated exclusively to ancient Egyptian
culture and art. Take a journey through time as the displays show items
in chronological order, from the 4th-century BC to the ...

Price: 57,44 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=207683P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin,Explore the city in a Walking guided tour.

Enjoy max 12 people guided walking tour of this wonderful city. More than two
thousand years of history have contributed to build up this incredible heritage: from
the Roman Empire, through the Middle Ages and the Savoy court.You will start in
Piazza San Carlo, the aptly named "lounge" of Turin, is ...

Price: 50,26 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=207683P3

Turin, Art Nouveau walking tour and coffee break

Turin, is the capital of Art Nouveau in Italy also known as Liberty, let yourself be
captured by this romantic guided walking tour.Be amazed by the beautiful
architecture as:Casa Fenoglio, La fleur: the beautiful house immediately strikes the
eye for the delightful floral friezes that cover the ...

Price: 50,26 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=207683P4

Turin, food tour, taste our tradition.

Meet our local tour leader and start this journey in the gastronomic world of
Piedmont.Appreciate the historical shops and taste a range of traditional dishes while
you will learn about curiosity and history.Taste Gianduiotto, legend has it that the
gianduiotto was born as a result of the ...

Price: 59,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=207683P5

Discover Turin and its beauties

Discover the beauties of Turin with your Guide for a 3-hour walking tour of Turin?s
classic sights, from the baroque palaces and porticoes of the old city center to its
medieval Cathedral, house of the Turin Holy Shroud.The Royal City of Turin,
undoubtedly Italy's best kept secret, was all but ...

Price: 180,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=21945P13
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

From Turin: Full day Langhe Region with its Colors and Flavors

Private Italian wine-tasting tour from Turin including transfer, wine tasting and
Professional Guide full day at disposal. Enjoy the famous wines of Piedmont
including Barolo wine. Among wine cellars and famous vineyards of Langhe and
Roero, come and taste the most famous Piedmontese wines: Barolo, ...

Price: 532,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=21945P14

Bike rental

Rent your bike, you can visit the city comfortably and in a practical way!With the bike,
in a short time you can reach the most suggestive and interesting places in the
center and beyond.Rent your bike, you can visit the city comfortably and in a
practical way!With the bike, in a short time you can ...

Price: 10,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=223922P5

Rental of Electric Scooters in Turin

Rent your bike, you can visit the city comfortably and in a practical way!With the bike,
in a short time you can reach the most suggestive and interesting places in the
center and beyond.Rent your bike, you can visit the city comfortably and in a
practical way!With the bike, in a short time you can ...

Price: 25,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=223922P9

Transfer turin Airport toTurin city

The Turin Driver company is conveniently located in the center of Turin and at the
Caselle airport.We have been dealing with rental services with driver since 2012. We
operate throughout the territory of northern Italy and abroad.Our drivers are all
professional drivers with years of experience ...

Price: 60,98 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=231826P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Ski Transfer from Turin Airport to Bardonecchia Sestriere MontgenÃ¨vre

Turin Driver NCC TORINO, specialized in the sector of car rental with driver in the
city of Turin, professionally and competently deals with the passenger transport
service by providing airport transfers, representation services with business class
cars and wedding services. Through the services ...

Price: 193,09 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=231826P10

Private transfer turin airport

The Turin Driver company is conveniently located in the center of Turin and at the
Caselle airport.We have been dealing with rental services with driver since 2012. We
operate throughout the territory of northern Italy and abroad.Our drivers are all
professional drivers with years of experience ...

Price: 81,31 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=231826P2

Malpensa airport transfer - from Turin City

The Turin Driver ncc Torino company is conveniently located in the center of Turin
and at the Caselle airport.We have been dealing with rental services with driver since
2012. We operate throughout the territory of northern Italy and abroad.Our drivers
are all driving professionals with years of ...

Price: 243,91 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=231826P4

Transfer Turin Caselle T.se Airport - to the City of Turin

The Turin Driver company is conveniently located in the center of Turin and at the
Caselle airport.We have been dealing with rental services with driver since 2012. We
operate throughout the territory of northern Italy and abroad.Our drivers are all
professional drivers with years of experience ...

Price: 66,06 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=231826P5
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin Airport private transfer with business class minivan

The Turin Driver company is conveniently located in the center of Turin and at the
Caselle airport.We have been dealing with rental services with driver since 2012. We
operate throughout the territory of northern Italy and abroad.Our drivers are all
professional drivers with years of experience ...

Price: 66,06 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=231826P7

Langhe / Barolo / Alba - Tour in Ferrari

Driving the Ferrari Spider in Piedmont, in the "Langhe" area is pure magic .. In
Barolo, you can find the most beautiful roads in Europe, full of curves where you can
taste the speed, the sound of the Ferrari V8 engine and enjoy the wind in my hair.
Breathtaking landscapes, medieval towns, tasty ...

Price: 2.900,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=239718P10

Transfers from Turin Airport

Exclusive transfers with luxury cars and minivans to reach your destination in total
serenity and relaxation, simply by enjoying the trip.Exclusive transfers with luxury
cars and minivans to reach your destination in total serenity and relaxation, simply by
enjoying the trip.Exclusive transfers ...

Price: 66,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=243510P1

Turin among magic, mysteries and legends

Welcome to Turin the magical city par excellence!This walking tour is for everybody
is curious about history and legends. You'll visit the historical centre and the famous
Roman Quadrilatero and its court of myracles. I'll talk about seers and beautiful
sorceressWhy is Turin considered magical? ...

Price: 15,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=245275P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin in few steps

Welcome to the city of 1000 facesThe tour is for those who having little time
available, want to get to know or complete the visit of Turin with a curious and
passionate person of her city.Get inspired and choose the tour to enjoy in complete
freedom and following your rhythm, that's right for ...

Price: 15,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=245275P2

Turin center & surroundings

 We?re a small team, we want you to discover the beauty of Turin and Piemont.
Piedmont is a region rich in history, well worth visiting at least once in a lifetime.
WeForYou suggest, but you decide what you want to see and do. Our group are max
10 people,we are in no hurry, we do the tours with a ...

Price: 530,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=245362P1

Turin chocolate tour

 We?re a small team, we want you to discover the beauty of Turin and Piemont.
Piedmont is a region rich in history, well worth visiting at least once in a lifetime.
WeForYou suggest, but you decide what you want to see and do. Our group are max
10 people,we are in no hurry, we do the tours with a ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=245362P10

Turin Center

 We?re a small team, we want you to discover the beauty of Turin and Piemont.
Piedmont is a region rich in history, well worth visiting at least once in a lifetime.
WeForYou suggest, but you decide what you want to see and do. Our group are max
10 people,we are in no hurry, we do the tours with a ...

Price: 400,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=245362P11
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin's Chocolate & Cinema Museum

 We?re a small team, we want you to discover the beauty of Turin and Piemont.
Piedmont is a region rich in history, well worth visiting at least once in a lifetime.
WeForYou suggest, but you decide what you want to see and do. Our group are max
10 people,we are in no hurry, we do the tours with a ...

Price: 260,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=245362P2

Rivoli Castle & Sacra di San Michele

 We?re a small team, we want you to discover the beauty of Turin and Piemont.
Piedmont is a region rich in history, well worth visiting at least once in a lifetime.
WeForYou suggest, but you decide what you want to see and do. Our group are max
10 people,we are in no hurry, we do the tours with a ...

Price: 330,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=245362P3

Langhe: Alba & Barolo

 We?re a small team, we want you to discover the beauty of Turin and Piemont.
Piedmont is a region rich in history, well worth visiting at least once in a lifetime.
WeForYou suggest, but you decide what you want to see and do. Our group are max
10 people,we are in no hurry, we do the tours with a ...

Price: 530,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=245362P4

Turin Porta Palazzo's Market & National Museum of the Automobile

We?re a small team, we want you to discover the beauty of Turin and Piemont.
Piedmont is a region rich in history, well worth visiting at least once in a lifetime.
WeForYou suggest, but you decide what you want to see and do. Our group are max
10 people,we are in no hurry, we do the tours with a ...

Price: 260,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=245362P5
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin Royal Palace & shopping tour

 We?re a small team, we want you to discover the beauty of Turin and Piemont.
Piedmont is a region rich in history, well worth visiting at least once in a lifetime.
WeForYou suggest, but you decide what you want to see and do. Our group are max
10 people,we are in no hurry, we do the tours with a ...

Price: 200,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=245362P7

Turin Porta Palazzo market

We?re a small team, we want you to discover the beauty of Turin and Piemont.
Piedmont is a region rich in history, well worth visiting at least once in a lifetime.
WeForYou suggest, but you decide what you want to see and do. Our group are max
10 people,we are in no hurry, we do the tours with a ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=245362P8

Museum tours an itinerary through the museums of Turin

 We?re a small team, we want you to discover the beauty of Turin and Piemont.
Piedmont is a region rich in history, well worth visiting at least once in a lifetime.
WeForYou suggest, but you decide what you want to see and do. Our group are max
10 people,we are in no hurry, we do the tours with a ...

Price: 200,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=245362P9

Tour of the city center

Let us guide you through its enchanting squares, arcaded streets and its baroque
jewels. Let yourself be surprised by romantic atmospheres by losing yourself in
elegant streets and suggestive places where your gaze runs to the Alps. For those
who have just arrived, but also for those who want to ...

Price: 16,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=245967P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Torino Mysteriosa Â©

We will meet, at sunset, at the Great Mother of God and we will leave for a journey
through initiatory and ineffable mysteri symbols ...To make the tour within everyone's
reach, we will make some sections by tram: public transport in Turin is excellent
:-)We will have fun getting on the legendary ...

Price: 11,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=246133P1

Private transfer from Turin airport to Turin city center

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from Turin airport to Taormina. An expert driver will greet you at the
arrivals hall holding a sign with your name on it and take you directly to Turin city
center. You can choose between two ...

Price: 42,70 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=247562P191

Private transfer from Turin to Alba (Langhe)

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Turin to Alba. An expert driver will greet
you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to Alba. You can choose between
two comfortable types of vehicles to ...

Price: 120,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=247562P192

Private transfer from Turin to Neive (Langhe)

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Turin to Neive. An expert driver will
greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to Neive. You can choose
between two comfortable types of vehicles ...

Price: 120,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=247562P193
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Private transfer from Turin to Genova

Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel or address in Turin to Genova. An expert driver will
greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to Genova. You can choose
between two comfortable types of ...

Price: 217,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=247562P194

Guided tour of Turin

2-hour walking itinerary to discover the history of Turin's squares, elegant Baroque
palaces and historical places. We will visit: Piazza Castello, Piazza San Carlo,
Piazza Carignano, the Duomo, which houses the main relic of Christianity: the
Shroud of Turin, the real church of San Lorenzo. At the ...

Price: 120,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=260610P1

Barbaresco and Barolo Tasting at Cantina Francone 

During the visit you can learn about the rich history of the winery, retracing the
evolution of viticulture and winemaking in Neive through 5 generations of
winemakers.The visit will begin in the small family museum in the remuage cellar of
the Valsellera Classic Sparkling Wine and in the barrel ...

Price: 40,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=277248P1

Private Shiatsu Treatment in Turin

Shiatsu considers the human being as a multifunctional system, composed of
energetic, psychic and physical elements in a condition of constant interdependence,
where the absence of health, and therefore of well-being, is the concrete and
perceptible expression of the loss of energy balance or ...

Price: 48,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=278774P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Private Tour: Piedmont Wine Tasting of the Barolo Region

Among wine cellars and famous vineyards of Langhe and Roero, come and taste the
most famous Piedmontese wines: Barolo, Barbaresco, Nebbiolo, Roero, Barbera,
Dolcetto and Arneis.Among wine cellars and famous vineyards of Langhe and Roero,
come and taste the most famous Piedmontese wines: Barolo, ...

Price: 380,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=3553BR

Magic Turin Evening Tour

Delve into the darker side of Turin and explore the city's links to magic and the
occult. Whether you believe in magic or not, the Black and White Magic Evening
Tour of Magic Turin is a fascinating look at another side of the city. Come and
discover Turin in a very unusual way. For 2.5 hours you ...

Price: 25,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=3553MT

Lavazza Museum Private Tour - Skip-the-Line

Delve deep into coffee culture, at the recently opened Lavazza museum at their new
headquarters. An enthralling journey through the history of Lavazza, the worldwide
renowned Italian coffee company established in Torino in 1895.Delve deep into
coffee culture, at the recently opened Lavazza museum ...

Price: 105,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=3553P11

Sacra di San Michele Shuttle Bus

A comfortable Shuttle Bus from downtown Turin will take you directly to the Sacra di
San Michele, known worldwide for having inspired Umberto Eco?s The Name of the
Rose and then the film which starred Sean Connery.A comfortable Shuttle Bus from
downtown Turin will take you directly to the Sacra di ...

Price: 19,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=3553P16
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Alba White Truffle Shuttle & Fair

The only and comfortable Truffle Shuttle Bus from Turin will take you directly to Alba
White Truffle Fair, where every year the famous white truffle are celebrated! Discover
with us the most important Alba White Truffle market, in the real capital of the famous
Barolo Region with a skip-the-line ...

Price: 80,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=3553P18

Barolo Shuttle

The only and comfortable Barolo Shuttle Bus from Turin will take you directly to
Explore the famous Barolo Region, UNESCO World Heritage Site! Discover at your
leisure the medieval charming city center of Alba or decide to visit the White Truffle
Market. Free time for lunch. In the afternoon, the ...

Price: 64,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=3553P19

Sacra di San Michele Tour from Turin

Join this exciting guided tour to visit the Sacra di San Michele, one of the most
beautiful Medieval Abbeys in Europe.Join this exciting guided tour to visit the Sacra
di San Michele, one of the most beautiful Medieval Abbeys in Europe.Join this
exciting guided tour to visit the Sacra di San ...

Price: 38,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=3553P7

Egyptian Museum Private Tour - Skip-the-Line 

Meet your guide at Piazza Carignano and then skip the long lines to enter Turin's
Egyptian Museum. Pick-up from your hotel is possible if it is centrally located, but
note that you will then walk to the museum.The Egyptian Museum in Turin is the
most important of its kind in the world after the one ...

Price: 105,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=3553P9
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin Airport Private Arrival Transfer

Travel from Turin Caselle International Airport to your Turin City Hotel. Transfer
services are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This is a private transfer so the
price is the same for groups of: 1 to 3 people or 4 to 8 people.Travel from Turin
Caselle International Airport to your Turin ...

Price: 36,10 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=3553TRNAPTHTL

Turin Airport Private Departure Transfer

Travel from your Turin City Hotel to Turin Caselle International Airport. Transfer
services are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This is a private transfer so the
price is the same for groups of: ? 1 to 3 people or  ? 4 to 8 peopleTravel from your
Turin City Hotel to Turin Caselle ...

Price: 36,10 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=3553TRNHTLAPT

Turin Underground Evening Tour

If you want to be captured by a secret Turin you can take part in a guided tour of
underground Turin. Beneath the hectic and bustling city of Turin lies another
mysterious and unknown world where time seems to stand still. Fifteen meters below
the city, the tunnels of the citadel and the ...

Price: 29,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=3553UT

Martini Discovery Tour

Immerse yourself in the world of Martini through the memories of our past, the
innovations of today and the wonderful future we can write together. Discover our
history with a visit to the museums, go on a guided tour of the Martini production
facility discovering the secrets behind the brand?s ...

Price: 15,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=37994P7
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin: 2-Hour Private Guided Tour and Mole Antonelliana

Discover the majestic beauty of Turin on a 2-hour private guided tour, and see
monuments and buildings that date back to the city's time as the first capital of a
unified Italy.Stroll through the elegant streets of downtown Turin, passing sights such
as the Palazzo Reale, where the kings of the ...

Price: 190,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P148

Tour of Turin, ticket and guided tour of the Egyptian Museum

Visit the historic centre of Turin and walk through its majestic squares: starting from
Piazza Castello, the ancient nucleus of royal power, you'll walk through the
sumptuous Galleria Subalpina to reach Piazza Carlo Alberto and Piazza Carignano,
just next to the most important Italian Renaissance ...

Price: 57,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P165

Private tour of Turin in the footsteps of the Romans

Enjoy a 2-hour guided walk to discover the footsteps of the Romans in Turin. Follow
your private guide and see Piazza Castello, Palazzo Madama, the Roman theatre
and so much more!Enjoy a 2-hour guided walk to discover the footsteps of the
Romans in Turin. Follow your private guide and see Piazza ...

Price: 249,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P179

Private tour of the Baroque Turin

Enjoy a 2-hour guided tour to explore the Italian capital of Baroque. Spot the signs of
the greatness of the House of Savoy and admire the beauty of the Church of San
Lorenzo, Palazzo Carignano and much more!Enjoy a 2-hour guided tour to explore
the Italian capital of Baroque. Spot the signs of the ...

Price: 249,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P180
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Private tour of Turin: the first capital of Italy

Enjoy a private walking tour of Turin and discover the most iconic places of the Italian
Renaissance. Walk in the footsteps of Cavour, Garibaldi, Vittorio Emanuele II and the
other great characters who have made the city the first capital of Italy.Enjoy a private
walking tour of Turin and discover ...

Price: 249,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P181

Private last minute tour of Turin with the Mole Antonelliana

Enjoy a private tour of the beautiful Turin. Wander around its Renaissance-style
squares and majestic palaces. Enter the famous Mole Antonelliana with your
skip-the-line ticket and visit the National Museum of Cinema.Enjoy a private tour of
the beautiful Turin. Wander around its Renaissance-style ...

Price: 135,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P186

Private last minute tour of Turin with the Egyptian Museum

Enjoy a private guided tour of the beautiful city of Turin. Follow your expert guide
inside the fascinating Egyptian Museum using your skip-the-line ticket and visit the
most important museum on the Egyptian history in the whole country!Enjoy a private
guided tour of the beautiful city of Turin. ...

Price: 136,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P187

Private tour of Turin and its historic cafÃ©s

Enjoy a private guided tour to discover Turin and its most famous and historic cafés.
Enter the fascinating places that became the headquarters of the Italian
Renaissance, at the time when Turin was the centre of the struggle against the
Austrians.Enjoy a private guided tour to discover Turin and ...

Price: 249,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P194
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Private tour of Turin for film lovers

Enjoy this private 3-hour tour and let yourself be transported onto the famous places
of the main films shot in Turin: Mole Antonelliana, Piazza Carignano, Palazzo Reale,
Porta Palazzo, Caffè Torino and Piazza Castello, Parco del Valentino and many
more!Enjoy this private 3-hour tour and let ...

Price: 150,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P195

Private tour of Turin's Liberty style

The private tour starts from Piazza Castello, where you can see two famous historic
cafes decorated in Art Nouveau style - the Caffe Baratti & Milano and the Caffe
Mulassano.The private tour starts from Piazza Castello, where you can see two
famous historic cafes decorated in Art Nouveau style - ...

Price: 249,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P196

Private tour and tasting dinner in downtown Turin

EatinTOur - the tour that takes you to discover and taste Turin at the same time -
was born from the desire to create a synergy between the historical and architectural
beauties and the enogastronomic specialities offered by the city.The route will be
articulated through the historical center of ...

Price: 175,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P212

Private Chocolate tour and tasting in downtown Turin

CioccolaTOUR:  This private itinerary was born to allow you to discover the history,
traditions and creations of the world-fampous Turinese master chocolatiers. Your
private guide will show you how the sublime art of chocolate has been characterising
this area of Piedmont for centuries. You'll have ...

Price: 122,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P213
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Private Aperitivo tour and tasting in downtown Turin

Aperitour is a guided tour through the places of the aperitif tradition in Turin. Along
this tour you'll discover brilliant inventions such as the Vermouth and walk through
the main squares that hosted gourmets of all ages.You will have the opportunity to
taste three different versions of aperitif ...

Price: 160,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P214

Barolo Wine Tour & Tasting from Turin

Until recently it was believed that up to the mid-19th century, Barolo was a sweet
wine. More recent research lead by a French oenologist show that it was actually a
dry wine, version which was positively accepted by other experts. And you, what do
you think?On this tour, you'll have the chance to ...

Price: 299,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P259

2-Hour Private Turin Walking Tour

Take part in this tour and be astonished by the unexpected beauty of Turin. Walking
among its historical palaces, you'll see the streets, buildings, and attractions that
made Turin the first capital of Italy. Discover the signs of Italy's first capitTake part in
this tour and be astonished by the ...

Price: 205,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P47

Turin Egyptian Museum Skip-the-Line ticket and Private Guide

The Museo delle Antichità Egizie in Turin is the only museum other than the Cairo
Museum that is dedicated solely to Egyptian art and culture. It houses one of the
largest collections of Egyptian antiquities with more than 30,000 artefacts.The first
object having an association with Egypt to arrive ...

Price: 150,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P48
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin Guided Walking Tour with Egyptian Museum Visit

Enjoy a fascinating 1.5-hour guided walk that takes in the elegant buildings of
downtown Turin that date from its time as the first capital of Italy. Admire the Palazzo
Reale, home to kings for over 2 centuries, the Senate with its 2 sides, the superb
Baroque Church of San Lorenzo and the ...

Price: 175,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=39613P89

Arrival Private Transfer from Turin Airport TRN to Turin City by Business Car

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from Turin, Turin-Caselle
Airport, TRN to your Hotel in Turin City Center by private vehicle and reach your final
destination relaxed and refreshed.Why spend your ...

Price: 37,27 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=40381P532

Departure Private Transfer from Turin City to Turin Airport TRN by Business Car

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from your Hotel
in Turin City Center to Turin, Turin-Caselle Airport, TRN by private vehicle and reach
your final destination relaxed and refreshed.Why spend your ...

Price: 37,27 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=40381P533

Arrival Private Transfer from Turin Airport TRN to Turin City by Luxury Van

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from Turin, Turin-Caselle
Airport, TRN to your Hotel in Turin City Center by private vehicle and reach your final
destination relaxed and refreshed.Why spend your ...

Price: 45,83 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=40381P534
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Departure Private Transfer from Turin City to Turin Airport TRN by Luxury Van

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from your Hotel
in Turin City Center to Turin, Turin-Caselle Airport, TRN by private vehicle and reach
your final destination relaxed and refreshed.Why spend your ...

Price: 46,59 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=40381P535

Departure Private Transfer Turin City to Milan Malpensa MXP by Business Car

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from a Hotel in Turin City
Centre to Milan Malpensa International Airport (MXP) by private vehicle and reach
your final destination relaxed and refreshed.Why spend ...

Price: 186,32 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=40381P537

Arrival Private Transfer Milan Malpensa Airport MXP to Turin City by Luxury Van

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from Milan Malpensa
International Airport MXP to Hotel in Turin City Center by private vehicle and reach
your final destination relaxed and refreshed.Why spend your ...

Price: 216,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=40381P538

Departure Private Transfer Turin City to Milan Malpensa Airport MXP by LuxuryVan

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from a Hotel in Turin City
Centre to Milan Malpensa International Airport (MXP) by private vehicle and reach
your final destination relaxed and refreshed.Why spend ...

Price: 220,19 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=40381P539
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Departure Private Transfer Turin City to Milan Linate LIN Airport - Business Car

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from a Hotel in Turin City
Centre to Milan Linate International Airport LIN by private vehicle and reach your final
destination relaxed and refreshed.Why spend your ...

Price: 228,66 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=40381P541

Departure Private Transfer Turin City to Milan Linate LIN Airport by Luxury Van

Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from a Hotel in Turin City
Centre to Milan Linate International Airport LIN by private vehicle and reach your final
destination relaxed and refreshed.Why spend your ...

Price: 262,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=40381P543

Piemonte Vineyards by Yourself from Turin - Luxury Van with English Chauffeur

Enjoy Piemonte Vineyards - Langhe Area by yourself !! (From Turin City) Our
Chauffeur services offer our customers a high-class and extra-comfortable journey in
our Luxury Van Mercedes Benz V Class or similar. Hop aboard your private
vehicle at Turin City Center and enjoy this 8 hs disposal to ...

Price: 308,33 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=40381P545

Piemonte Private Wine Tasting in English & Local Lunch from Turin - Business Car

Enjoy Piemonte Wine Tasting in English with Local Lunch (from Turin) Our Chauffeur
services offer our customers a high-class and extra-comfortable journey in our
Business Car Mercedes Benz E Class or similar. Hop aboard your Business Car
at Turin City Center and enjoy this 6 or 7 hs Tour: Travel to ...

Price: 250,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=40381P548
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Piemonte Wine Full-Day Tour with Private English Guide & Lunch from Turin

If you are planning a trip focussed on food and wine, nowhere in Italy can offer as
much as Piemonte. The wines and the cuisine are the most interesting thing in the
land, is a sublime blend of French and Italian.The wines are easily accessible, the
food wonderfully seasonal and crowned with the ...

Price: 775,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=40381P699

Turin Gourmet Food Tour - Do Eat Better Experience

The Turin food tour is a walking tour around the historical center of the city where
you will be guided by a Foodie, a local buddy able to explain every detail of the
selected restaurants, their preparations, and the relevant history/curiosities. Do Eat
Better Experience tours are a mix of ...

Price: 85,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=51159P18

Turin Patisserie tour - Do Eat Better Experience

Turin is famous for the chocolate and nuts, but there is so much more to discover!
With our Turin Patisserie food tour you will learn about the ancient confectionery
tradition of this magnificent city guided by a local expert who will tell you stories and
curiosity behind the tastings. Do Eat ...

Price: 55,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=51159P24

Turin Egyptian Museum Private Tour for Kids and Families with Hotel Pick-Up

Did you know that the Egyptian Museum in Turin is the second most important in the
world after the one in Cairo, Egypt? Your children should visit this museum when in
Europe and this private 2.5 kid-friendly tour is the best way to do it. It includes all the
highlights of the collection and is led ...

Price: 157,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=51738P42
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin Highlights Small-Group Walking Tour for Kids & Families with Local Guide

If you wish to discover Turin in a fun and entertaining way, this is the tour you are
looking for!Meet your local family-friendly guide in Piazza C.L.N. and start a fantastic
small group walking tour exploring the most famous and iconic places in Turin, the
first capital city of Italy and home of ...

Price: 29,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=51738P70

Chocolate Tour in Turin for Kids and Families Including Gianduiotto and Bicerin

Chocolate is food for your heart and soul, which is why this tour is a must! If you
have never tried a chocolate tour in Torino, this is your chance to take a step into
heaven...Our kid-friendly guide will take you and your family on a mouth-watering
walk through the most ?chocolatey? areas of ...

Price: 135,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=51738P86

Be a Movie Star Tour for Kids & Families at the Turin National Cinema Museum

If you are passionate about movies and cinema, then this is the tour for you!Meet our
kid-friendly guide just outside the Mole Antonellina, home of the National Cinema
Museum, and start an amazing tour where you will feel like your favourite movie
character!Our local expert guide will entertain you ...

Price: 109,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=51738P87

EatinTOur Â®

? Take a tour of the high-level cuisine's locations and prime examples frames of the
history of a two thousands year's old city ? Embark on a tour for food enthusiasts and
those who are curious about the roots of a magnificent land ? Try four tasting stops,
from the typical Turin's aperitif to the ...

Price: 80,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=53324P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

AperiTOur

? Explore three different tasting stops in 3 hours of a stroll in the city center ? Take a
guided walking tour ? Taste three different Vermouth beveragesA guided walking
tour through the sights of Turin's traditional ?Aperitivo?between brilliant creation such
as the Vermouth and amazing squares, ...

Price: 60,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=53324P2

Highlights of Turin & Egyptian Museum skip the line with a private guide 

? 1 to 2 hours city overview including all the major sights  ? guided tour approx 2
hours of the Egyptian Museum  ? Skip- the - line  ? professional licensed and
Egyptologist expert tour guide The tour is a "private tour" for a minimum of 1 and a
maximum of 8 participants. The cost shown is for all ...

Price: 150,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=53324P4

Baroque Secrets Tour

Don't miss Turin's Baroque architectural gems during your travels to Piedmont. Turin
is a charming old Baroque city, which will provide you with a glimpse into the life of
the Savoy court.Don't miss Turin's Baroque architectural gems during your travels to
Piedmont. Turin is a charming old Baroque ...

Price: 45,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=53324P5

Highlights of Turin Bike Tour

Guided by our local insiders and our Turin bike tour guides, you will experience the
top Turin tourist city attractions and sightseeing sites such as the Castle and Mole
Antonelliana, as well as its green lung, the beautiful Valentino Park, and some
hidden corners where our passionate guides will ...

Price: 40,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=5829P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Torino City Pass: Torino+Piemonte Card

There?s no better way to experience Turin and the surrounding Piedmont region
than with an easy-to-use sightseeing pass, available for two, three or five days. This
pass gives you access to 200 select attractions including museums, monuments,
exhibitions, castles and royal residences. You also can ...

Price: 28,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6246CARD

ROYAL CARD 7 days

Discover with the Royal Card the magnificent Royal Residences of Torino and
Piemonte and admire these amazing architecturalmasterpieces inscribed on the
Unesco World Heritage List (temporary exhibitions included): Royal Museums,
Palazzo Madama, Villa della Regina, Basilica di Superga?s Royal ...

Price: 35,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6246P3

Hot Air Balloon Flight over Piedmont from Turin

Enjoy an exhilarating hot air balloon flight over Piedmont, the largely mountainous
region that borders France and Switzerland. Admire this scenic area of northwestern
Italy from above on a 1-hour flight, and float high above the vineyards of Langhe and
Barolo as well as the city of Turin. Admire ...

Price: 256,42 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6365HABTRN

Turin Highlights Walking Tour

This 2-hours Walking Tour is the perfect experience to get to know Turin with a local
and expert guide, joining a very small groups. You will meet the guide in the city
center to start this exploration and discover the history and the culture of Turin. You
will first stop in Piazza San Carlo, where ...

Price: 28,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6476P64
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Royal Palace Guided Tour

The Royal Palace was the residence of the Savoia family, the one that reigned
during the period that led to the Kingdom of Italy in 1861 up until it became a
Republic in 1946. You will meet the guide at the entrance, then you will walk on the
same floors where the royal family passed many years ...

Price: 39,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6476P65

Egyptian Museum Guided Tour

The Egyptian Museum in Turin is a must see during your stay in this beautiful city. It
is the second most important Museum in the world for the study of Ancient Egypt. It
is hosted in a beautiful and elegant building located in the city center of Turin. You
will enter with the guide, during this ...

Price: 39,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6476P66

Royal Palace and Egyptian Museum Guided Tour

If you wish to visit the must-see in Turin, but you do not want to wait at the end of a
queue, you can have this private Tour with a local guide. You will meet her at the
Royal Palace first and you will enter to visit the residence of the Savoia family, who
reigned over Italy since it became a ...

Price: 69,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6476P67

Best of Turin, Walking Tour with Royal Palace and Egyptian Museum

Take part to this experience to discover the best of Turin and to enter the most
important monuments of the city. In the morning you will walk in the city centre of
Turin, discovering the highlights and the main monuments: Palazzo Reale, Palazzo
Madama and San Lorenzo Church. This first part of the ...

Price: 99,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6476P68
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin Food and Wine Walking Tour

What better way to discover Turin that an exploration of the food and wine that
represent it the most! During this 3-hours Tour, you will be able to enjoy the telling of
a local guide, joining a small group of maximum 12 persons. You will discover the 2
very differents souls of Turin: the ...

Price: 69,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6476P69

Langhe and Barolo Wine Tour from Turin

Get away from the city and take the chance to explore one of the most famous wine
regions of Italy: Langhe district. Visit 2 wineries and discover how Barolo wine is
made. Hold a glass and taste this delicious wine, enjoy the marvelous view on the
vineyards and have a light lunch with some typical ...

Price: 149,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6476P70

Chamonix Mont Blanc Day Tour 

Maybe you do not know it yet, but if you are in Turin, you can easly arrive to Mont
Blanc, the highest mountain of the Alps and Europe. You can join this small group
tour of max 8 persons to get there and come back in one single day. You will meet
the guide and the rest of the group in the morning, ...

Price: 189,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6476P71

Stresa and Lake Maggiore Day Tour from Turin

This is the perfect way to visit one of the most famous lake of Italy and its islands in
one single day.Join this small group tour of maximum 8 persons. Meet your local and
expert guide and hop on the air-conditioned van. After a couple of hours, you will
arrive to a beautiful panoramic site, where ...

Price: 169,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6476P72
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin Welcoming Intro Tour with a Local Guide

You can think about Turin as the city with many souls: the aristocratic one that you
see in the elegant palaces and the humble one, that you see in the squares. To visit
a monument or two is not enough to understand it properly. You have to let go, you
have to live it as you?ve know it forever. To ...

Price: 19,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6476P94

Semi-private Turin Walking Tour by Night

During the centuries Turin has been the protagonist of many novels and poems for
its infinite beauty and elegance. This city has different souls but the result of their
union is a magnificent elegance. It?s simple, true and fascinating. During the evening
under the golden lights is the best moment ...

Price: 35,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6476P95

Day Pass to the QC Termetorino Luxury Spa in Turin

During your stay in Turin, treat yourself to ultimate relaxation at the QC Termetorino
luxury spa. Make use of a variety of wellness experiences including thermal baths,
outdoor pools, saunas and steam rooms to melt away your stress, tension and
discomfort. Plus, enjoy a light evening buffet with ...

Price: 58,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6548P2

Street Food Tour D'Luxe. Tastes of Turin

Min. 2 Guests Required.PRIVATE until September.Choose this Culinary Tour if
you're looking for a very innovative and delicious experience.Carefully Selected food
stands, eateries, restaurants and off the beaten path spots of the city centre.20
Excellent Local Food Samplings:-Coffee and ...

Price: 89,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=66147P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Aperitif Wine & Dine. Turin's Evening Out Tour

*THIS TOUR IS PRIVATE*This Private Evening Out is an exclusive tour which
includes a memorable Dine, Wine & Cocktail experience lead by Turin's food
ambassadors.Turin's Evening out in is that type of luxurious experience that you
should give yourself if you have chosen as destination of your ...

Price: 169,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=66147P3

Chocolate Tour & Chocolate Workshop

~MINIMUM 4 GUESTS REQUIRED~*We offer you a PRIVATE TOUR for the whole
summer season*Turin is made of chocolate... and coffee specialties. And delicious
treats of any sort, as well!What a sweet and irresistable realm of delight... Isn't it?
Shall we discover the most delicious slice of this elegant ...

Price: 69,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=66147P4

Shopping & Food Tour Turin. Best Deals, Best meals

*THIS TOUR IS PRIVATE!Shopping & Food Tour Turin | Best Deals, Best
Meals.Decide your own tour/hours:10 am to 4 pm (breakfast and lunch included);2
pm to 8 pm (sweet snacks and aperitif included).*THIS TOUR IS PRIVATE!Shopping
& Food Tour Turin | Best Deals, Best Meals.Decide your own tour/hours:10 ...

Price: 149,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=66147P5

Share your Pasta Love: Small group Pasta and Tiramisu class in Turin

You can't visit Italy without trying at least one pasta dish... So, we'll teach you
two!Learn how to roll 'sfoglia' (fresh pasta) by hand and how to prepare 2 simple
different kinds of pasta (filled pasta + fresh pasta) from scratch with your Cesarina.
As the icing on the cake you will learn to ...

Price: 99,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P1128
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

The art of the Italian Aperitivo with a local: Learn & Enjoy in Turin

Your day in Turin is just winding down, the sun's about to set... It's time for an
Aperitivo. This glamorous Italian tradition is loved all over the world, and this is your
chance to learn how to prepare it for yourself, the perfect souvenir.  Preparing the
perfect aperitivo is an art; you will ...

Price: 105,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P121

Small Group Market tour and Cooking class in Turin

Italy has a vast and varied culinary heritage, and our local hosts are proud to share
its hidden secrets. Share your passion for Italian gastronomy with other lovely
guests, immerse yourself in the vibrant local market and enjoy an authentic hands-on
cooking class.You'll visit the local market with ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P1300

Small Group Market tour and Dining Experience at a Cesarina's home in Turin

Would you like to discover the most authentic side of Italian gastronomy and share it
with other enthusiasts of the ?cucina italiana??Enjoy this shared Market tour and
typical Dining experience.Visit the vibrant local market and learn about the seasonal
produce and secret ingredients.Then, head to ...

Price: 109,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P1351

Name your recipe: food market tour and workshop with a Cesarina in Turin

Have you ever been to a local market and traditional food shop in Italy, full of
ingredients you'd love to experiment with?This is your chance to visit a market with a
local expert, choose your most inspiring ingredients, and create and name your very
own two recipes.  Go food shopping with your ...

Price: 155,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P141
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin in 3 Wines: Exclusive Wine Tasting with an Expert & Food Pairing

If you would like to experience Turin in a glass and have a glimpse inside a real
Italian home, this Wine tasting is for you.The experience takes place in the home of a
local professional Wine Taster from ONAV (the Italian Association of Wine
Tasters).Together with your host you will:- Learn the ...

Price: 109,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P1532

Professional 6 Wines Tasting with Regional Appetizers in a Localâ€™s home - Turin

Enjoy an immersive Wine experience, where you?ll get to taste a range of local
wines paired with local delicacies.The experience takes place in the home of a local
professional Wine Taster from ONAV (the Italian Association of Wine Tasters).
Together with your host you will:- Learn the fundamentals ...

Price: 159,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P1539

Dining experience at a local's home in Langhe with show cooking

Immerse yourself in a private dining experience at a local's home, enjoy an exclusive
show cooking and taste authentic recipes from the Langhe area treasured in family
cookbooks passed down by real Italian Mammas. Feel the warmth of Italian
hospitality as you connect with local people. Enjoy a ...

Price: 85,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P281

Private cooking class at a local's home with lunch or dinner in Turin

Immerse yourself in Italy's culture with this hands-on cooking class held in a local
home and led by an expert Italian home cook. Learn the secrets of the most iconic
Turin dishes and taste the fruit of your labour for lunch or dinner with local wines
included.You'll have a fully equipped ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P312
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Private pasta-making class at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Turin

Immerse yourself in a private pasta-making class at the Cesarina's home, learn the
secrets of the region's most famous pasta dishes and taste the fruit of your labour
accompanied by a glass of local wine. During the lesson the Cesarina will reveal the
tricks of the trade of 3 authentic regional ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P369

Hire your local home cook in Langhe

Want to entertain your friends and family in your home away from home? Le
Cesarine is your perfect solution; our expert local home cooks will come to your
accommodation to create an authentic culinary experience you'll never forget. Put
your feet up and relax with your loved ones while our Cesarina ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P417

Hire your local home cook in Turin

Want to entertain your friends and family in your home away from home? Le
Cesarine is your perfect solution; our expert local home cooks will come to your
accommodation to create an authentic culinary experience you'll never forget. Put
your feet up and relax with your loved ones while our Cesarina ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P440

Dining experience at a local's home in Turin with show cooking

Immerse yourself in a private dining experience at a local's home, enjoy an exclusive
show cooking and taste authentic Turin recipes treasured in family cookbooks
passed down by real Italian Mammas. Feel the warmth of Italian hospitality as you
connect with local people. Enjoy a 4-course menu ...

Price: 85,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P56
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Local market visit and dining experience at a local's home in Turin

Visit the vibrant local market and the traditional food shops with the Cesarina and
immerse yourself in a private dining experience at the Cesarina's home. Enjoy an
exclusive show cooking and taste authentic Turin recipes treasured in family
cookbooks passed down by real Italian Mammas. Feel the ...

Price: 139,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P59

Local Market Visit and Private Cooking Class at a Cesarina's Home in Turin

Visit the vibrant local market and the traditional food shops with a local home cook
and immerse yourself in a private cooking class at a local's home, learn the secrets
of the most famous dishes of Bologna cuisine and taste the fruit of your labour
accompanied by local wines. During the lesson, ...

Price: 215,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P62

Private Pasta & Tiramisu Class at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Turin

Immerse yourself in a private pasta and tiramisu-making class in a welcoming
home, learn the secrets of the region's most famous pasta dishes and tiramisu and
taste the fruit of your labour for lunch or dinner accompanied by local wines. During
this private lesson, you will learn how to prepare 2 ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P702

Private Pizza & Tiramisu Class at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Turin

Don't lose the opportunity to become a "pizzaiolo" (pizza-maker) and a great tiramisu
maker! Enter a local home, connect with an expert home cook and discover how
Italian mamma and nonnas used to prepare awesome pizza at home.With this
private hands-on cooking class, you will learn how to make ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P852
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Private Pizza & Tiramisu Class at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Trieste

Don't lose the opportunity to become a "pizzaiolo" (pizza-maker) and a great tiramisu
maker! Enter a local home, connect with an expert home cook and discover how
Italian mamma and nonnas used to prepare awesome pizza at home.With this
private hands-on cooking class, you will learn how to make ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P854

Small-group Street food tour in Turin

Dive into Turin like a local foodie. Explore your Cesarina's most trusted artisanal food
shops, tasting as you go. Visit a selection of small local shops, learn about the typical
products of the city while tasting them. A delicious way to discover Turin and its
gastronomy! ? Street food tasting ...

Price: 89,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=68460P963

Drive a vintage cabriolet to the discovery of Piedmont territories, Half Day

Live the emotion of a timeless trip through flavors and fragrances of unique
territories. Self-drive rental half day, from 9am to 1pm, or from 2pm to 6pm.
Wonderful routes to be explored in the best way: on board classic cabriolet, with the
wind in your hair, to fully enjoy every curve, every hill, ...

Price: 250,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=69214P1

Drive a vintage cabriolet to the discovery of Piedmont territories, Full Day

Live the emotion of a timeless trip through flavors and fragrances of unique
territories. Self-drive rental full day, from 9am to 6pm. Wonderful routes to be
explored in the best way: on board classic cabriolet, with the wind in your hair, to fully
enjoy every curve, every hill, without losing any ...

Price: 350,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=69214P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin walking tour

Discover the historic sights of Turin on a classic 3-hour walking tour of the medieval
hear, baroque palaces and porticoes. See elegant shops and quaint cafés, where
you?ll stop to sample a typical Italian espresso and some of Turin?s famous
chocolates.Discover the historic sights of Turin on a ...

Price: 70,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=69416P2

Daytrip in Canavese vineyards and Medieval castles

Enjoy a delicious 1-day tour to discover the distinct flavors of Canavese cuisine in
north-western Italy. Enjoy the traditional food and sample wines from local wineries.
Explore the architecture, castles, and forts immersed in the astonishing
landscapes.Enjoy a delicious 1-day tour to discover the ...

Price: 230,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=69416P3

National Automobile Museum and Open Bus Turin

Enjoy Turin and the National Automobile Museum. Thanks to this package you can
visit the Mauto museum and the city of Turin with bus Line A + B + C 48h or A+B
24h. Founded in 1932, the National Automobile Museum (MAUTO) is one of the
world's most famous technical-scientific museums, with nearly 200 ...

Price: 37,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6980P34

MBun Hamburger Shop and Open Bus Turin

This package includes a stop at a famous hamburger shop in Turin: MBun. MBun is
the first and only Piedmontese hamburger shop representing traditional 'Slow Fast
Food'. Slow stands for the care given to each product, Fast is the time of preparation
of the recipes, and Food: the pursuit of pure ...

Price: 30,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6980P35
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Luci d'Artista City Tour

Time for Christmas?Don't miss our exclusive tour of Luci d'Artista! Get on board one
of our City Sightseeing buses and discover the most enchanting Christmas lights in
Turin thanks to our professional guide! Luci d'Artista will take you to discover the
wonderful light installations of the city, ...

Price: 16,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6980P64

Turin City Hop-on Hop-off Tour

Experience the perfect introduction to Turin aboard this hop-on hop-off sightseeing
tour! You'll see all the beautiful sights of the city in a comfortable and secure
environment, with full commentary provided. Discover Turin in an open-top
double-decker bus with the opportunity to hop-on and ...

Price: 13,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=6980TURIN

Private Transfer: Torino Airport (TRN) to Turin

English-speaking, affordable airport pickup that accounts for flight delays. Enjoy a
safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? hotel, short-term rental or a
meeting.English-speaking, affordable airport pickup that accounts for flight delays.
Enjoy a safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? ...

Price: 41,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=70478P239

Private Transfer: Turin to Torino Airport (TRN)

English-speaking, affordable airport pickup that accounts for flight delays. Enjoy a
safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? hotel, short-term rental or a
meeting.English-speaking, affordable airport pickup that accounts for flight delays.
Enjoy a safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? ...

Price: 41,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=70478P240
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Piedmont Royal Castles

4 days to discover Piedmont?s most lavish castles, among Medieval fortresses and
the Italian Versailles, you will feel the Royal essence of Piedmont history. Luxurious
rooms, extraordinary gardens combined with gorgeous wines and great food are the
perfect match for a memorable break. Sleeping in ...

Price: 698,72 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=73420P15

Gourmet holidays on Piedmont hills Self-Drive

Wine and food experiences to taste the best products of Piedmont area: from the
most iconic wines such as Barbaresco and Barolo to the sparkling sweet Moscato;
cheese, hazelnuts and truffle.  ? Experience a real truffle hunting in the woods with
dog  ? Discover the most beautiful palaces of the ...

Price: 1.076,93 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=73420P2

Museo delle Langhe Entrance Ticket

In several sales there is a permanent museum, including rare truffle outfits of local
food and wine, setting of the albese kitchen of the seventeenth and nineteenth
centuries, the distillery of the eighteenth century, cooper's shop, farmyard
farmers.Count Camillo Benso di Cavour, one of the ...

Price: 7,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=73923P1

Sweet and savory chocolate cooking class and lunch in Turin

Turin is one of the best places in the world for chocolate, and in this cooking class
you'll learn how to incorporate it into a 4-course, innovative Italian lunch.? Learn how
to use chocolate in your cooking, in both sweet and savory recipes, then sit down to
enjoy your creations!? Wine is ...

Price: 71,45 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=75909P90
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Discover Turin in 60 minutes with a Local

This Experience is provided by a private local.You only have an hour to fall in love
with Turin? Challenge accepted! Discover Turin during a short but sweet excursion,
during which you will learn the most interesting facts about the history, the local
lifestyle and the unique culture of the city. ...

Price: 19,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=76654P475

The Instagrammable Spots of Turin with a Local

This Experience is provided by a private local.If you want to spice up your Instagram
feed and impress your friends with stunning shots from your travels, then you are at
the right place! Let me show you the most beautiful and impressive spots in Turin
and guide you with some useful tips to take ...

Price: 24,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=76654P476

Surprise Walk of Turin with a Local

This Experience is provided by a private local.Are you ready to join me for a surprise
walk around Turin?From my many experiences and personal interactions in Turin, I
have gathered a personal checklist of must-sees with my most memorable places.
Don?t miss out on the chance to see Turin from a ...

Price: 24,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=76654P477

Piedmont Wine Tasting and Cellar Tour from Turin

Find out why Piedmont is one of the world's best wine destinations with this 8-hour
wine tasting and cellar tour from Turin. Ride with a driver or use your own vehicle to
travel to the Alba area. Sample local wine, cheese, and meat during visits to
wineries. See some of the region's top sights.Find ...

Price: 230,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=8418P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Private 2-hour Walking Tour of Turin with private official tour guide

Turin is a city and an important business and cultural centre in northern Italy. It is
surrounded on the western and northern front by the Alps. It's a lovely city full of art
and natural spaces to enjoy.You will discover the main emblematic sights of Turin
with your private official tour guide. - ...

Price: 155,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=8647P337

Private Transfer from Torino to Bologna (BLQ) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Bologna Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Bologna Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 1.032,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=8653P1949

Private Transfer from Torino to Rimini (RMI) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Rimini Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Rimini Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 1.327,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=8653P2262

Turin Private Transfer from Turin Airport to City centre

Take the worry out of your arrival at Turin Airport and pre-book a private transfer to
suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on arrival, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your arrival at
Turin Airport and pre-book a private ...

Price: 93,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=8653P370
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin Private Transfer from Turin city centre to Turin Airport

Take the worry out for your departure to Turin Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on arrival, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out for your
departure to Turin Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 93,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=8653P371

Turin Like a Local: Customized Private Tour

Get to know the city through the eyes of a passionate local. With no set itinerary, you
can customize the tour or leave it up to the local for an insightful introduction to the
city. Make travel about the people you meet not just the places you see.Get to know
the city through the eyes of a ...

Price: 30,77 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=86919P39

Turin Private Walking Tour

Welcome to Turin, the car capital of the Italian peninsula. Sports cars and chocolates
are a matter of pride in Turin, with names like Fiat, Lancia, Iveco, Pininfarina and
Abarth under the hood. This city is well known for its Renaissance, Baroque, Rococo,
Neoclassical, and Art Nouveau ...

Price: 184,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=88037P252

2 Hour Turin Walking Sightseeing Tour with Local Guide

Explore the most important sights of Turin with an expert local guide on this 2-hour
small group tour. Get the perfect introduction to Turin  Walking through the main
streets. Cross the amazing Piazza San Carlo and admire the Porta Palazzo food
Market, the largest outdoor market in Europe! Head ...

Price: 19,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=802&id=88259P46
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Tours & Sightseeing Turin

Turin Private Walking Tour with Professional Guide

During this walking tour, you will get to see some of the most popular tourist
attractions of Turin along with a local- professional guide who will be exclusively with
you.The walking tour would last for about two hours and can be customized
accordingly to your taste and preferences.The tour ...

Price: 275,20 Euro
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